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Anuvu Unveils New Real-Time Data on
U.S. Airline Performance

Anuvu’s proprietary Pulse aviation data offers key insights into airlines’ operational
performance

LOS ANGELES, November 10, 2022  – Anuvu, a leading provider of aviation data and
analytics, is offering airlines, travelers and others new insights into U.S. carriers’ operations
with its Pulse aviation dashboard showing real-time airline operational performance across
the industry.

The public dashboard covers all U.S. airline operations, including regional carriers, to
present real-time insight into the current performance of the U.S. aviation system.

For the past decade, Pulse has powered operational systems at major airlines and airports
worldwide, providing real-time situational awareness and competitive intelligence to key
aviation decision makers.

The user-friendly dashboard also shows airlines’ hub performance and a heat map of
operational challenges—both of which are updated in real-time as conditions change.
Pulse’s detailed data shows operations by both mainline and regional carriers, which offers
deeper insight about the overall U.S. aviation system.

“Given staffing, capacity and air-traffic control constraints that have challenged U.S. airlines,
Anuvu’s Pulse dashboard introduces a new, real-time view of airline performance metrics,
including cancellations and delays,” said Edmund Otubuah, Anuvu Product Director,
Analytics and Insights. “By organizing airline data by marketing carrier and regional flights by
each airline, Pulse data better informs airlines, the news media, and other industry
stakeholders about how these constraints impact airline operations and travelers.”

For more information visit the Pulse dashboard or to submit a question about Anuvu’s airline
operational data expertise, please contact data@anuvu.com.

About Anuvu

Anuvu, the leading provider of high-speed connectivity and entertainment solutions for
demanding worldwide mobility markets, offers Pulse subscribers a robust suite of data and
analytics tools. Anuvu’s flexible and agile approach enables us to adopt the newest
technology to optimize our clients’ experience. We take pride in maximizing the performance
of today while optimizing for tomorrow.

Anuvu. Let Innovation Move You.     
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https://www.anuvu.com/
https://pulse2.anuvu.com/public-dashboard/USindustrydashboard
https://pulse2.anuvu.com/public-dashboard/USindustrydashboard
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